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Abstract. Let ¾ be a congruencemodular variety satisfying(C2) whosetwo
generatedfree algebrais finite. If ¾ has AP and RS then ¾ has (R). Here
(C2) and (R) are two propertiesdefined in terms of the commutatorin
modular

varieties.

In this paper we continuethe investigationof residuallysmall, congru-

encemodularvarietieswith the amalgamationproperty.In [1] we showed
that RS + AP •

CEP in a congruencemodular variety that satisfied3

crucialproperties:(C2), (R) and 4-finiteness(definedbelow). The purpose of this paper is to show that the assumptionthat the variety satisfies

(R) followsfrom the remainingones. Followingthe proof of Corollary9,
we present a detailed example that may aid in the comprehensionof the
arguments.

We use fairly standard notation of universal algebra. Algebras are

denoted by boldfacelatin letters and their underlyingsets by the lightface

equivalent. Con(A) denotesthe lattice of congruences
of the algebraA,
with smallestand largestcongruences
0 and 1. Congruences
are represented
by lowercaseGreek letters. c•A/3, c•V/3 and [c•,/3]are the meet, join and
commutator of the congruences• and ,J.
In a congruencemodularvariety,the commutatoris a binary operation

with a numberof powerfulproperties.See [2, Section4] or [4, Section6]
for the details and proofs. We say that an algebraA has property (C2)
if for all c•,• C Con(A), [c•,/3]= c•A/3 A [1,1], and has property(R) if
for all subalgebras
B of A, [1^, 1^] IB = [lB, lB]. A variety]2 has (C2)
or (R) just in caseeverymemberhas the property. We commentthat

[1^, I^]IB > [lB, lB] holdsfor all algebras
A andsubalgebras
B, thus(R)
asserts the reverse inclusion.

We say a variety ]2 is n-finite if the ]Y-freealgebra on n generators
is finite, where n is a natural number. If f: A -• B is a homomorphism
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andc•ß Con(B),thenf-l(c•) = {(a,b)ß •4x •4: (f(a),f(b)) ß og}isa
congruence
onA. Wesayf isanessential
extension
if f isinjective
and
f-l(c•) = 0A=• c•-- 0Bforallc•ß Con(B).WewriteA_•EBtoindicate
that thereis an essential
extension
fromA to B (or, informally,that B

is anessential
extension
ofA). If f is anyembedding
andc•ß Con(B)
thenf/(• denotes
theinduced
embedding
fromA/f-l(c•) toB/c•given
by
f/e•(a/f-l((•)) -- f(a)/(•, fora ß A.

Assume
throughout
that]2isa congruence
modular
varietysatisfying

(C2),APandRS. In [7]it wasproved
thatforanyA ß 32,[1A,
1A]is

neutral
inCon(A),thatis,foranyc•,/3ß Con(A),{•,/3,[1,1]}generates
a

distributive

sublattice.

Suppose
A isa member
of32,O0and01congruences
ofA such
that
O0
A01-- 0. Thenforanycongruence
c•,c•= (c•¾O0)
A(c•¾01)A(c•¾[1,1]).
For, by modularity,

(O•
V00)A(o•V01)A(c•V[1,1])---c•V((c•V00)A(c•V01)A[1,1])
----crV [crV 00,crV 01](by(C2))

If A/01isabelian,
then01•_[1,1],SOtheabove
identity
reduces
to: c•=
(c•V00)A
(c•V[1,
1]).Furthermore,
if 00o0•= 1then,since
thecommutator
ofa product
istheproduct
ofthecommutators
[2,4.6],c••_(c•V00)A(c•V

01)A[1,1]= ((c•V00)A•0)A((c•V01)A•1)where
•i/Oi= [1,1]onA/Oi,
for i =0,1.

We firstrecallt•volemmasfrom[1]. The firstistruein anycongruence
modular variety.

LEMMA
1. Letf: B -• A beanessential
estension.
Suppose
Oand• are

congruences
onA such
thatOismeet-irreducible,
•k• 0 and0 A•k= 0.
Thenf/O: B/f-l(0) -• A/O is essential.
LEMMA2. Let A besubdirectly
irreducible
andsuppose
B0 x Bi•_EA.
Then either B0 or B1 is trivial.

Weintroduce
some
special
notation
forcongruences
onproduct
alge-

bras.
If (Di'i ßI) isafamily
ofalgebras
and
D= II(Di'i ß/), then
p/D
isthecanonical
projection
homomorphism
from
D toDi.Thekernel
of
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is r//•. The symbols
p andr/are reserved
for thispurpose.If 7 is a congru-

enceonDi, then7;- denotes
thecongruence
p71(7) onD. In particular,
denotes 117.
LEMMA 3. Let fi ' Bi -• Ai be an essentialestensionand Ai subdirectly
irreducible and non-abelian for i = 0, 1. Then f0 x fl ' B0 x B• -• A0 x A1
is essential

PROOF'Suppose
8 E Con(A0x A•) suchthat (f0 x fx)-x(8) = 0. By
(C2), 8-> (SVr/0•)A•0A(SVr/1 •)A•I. Let •i be the congruence
onAi
correspondingto 8 V r/i under the canonical projection, for i = 0, 1. Then

0 = (f0 x/•)-1(8 ) _>f•-l(/•0 A [1,11)x //-1(/•1A[1,11),whichimplies
that
fi-l(•i A [1,1]) = 0 for i = 0,1. Sincefi is essential,
/•i A [1,1]= 0 on
Ai and, since Ai is subdirectly irreducible and non-abelian, /•i = 0. Thus

8 V r//•= r//•,so8 < r/i fori = 0, 1. Therefore
8 -<r/0Ar/1-- 0 asdesired.I
LEMMA 4. Let B <EA with A E 12. Then for any D G 12,B x D <EA x D.

PROOF'Let 8 • Con(A xD) suchthat 8I(B xD) = 0. We first show

8 < r/0
•xD Suppose
not. Then8 V r/0
•xD > r/0
•xD so,sinceA is an
essential extension of B, there are bl, b2 G B, d G D such that b• • b2

but (bl,d) --- (b2,d)(mod
8 V r/0•xD).By Gumm[4, 4.5],r/0permutes
with everycongruence
on A x D, thus there is (a, dt) E A x D suchthat

(bl,d)r/o•XD(a,d')8(b2,d),
which
implies
(b•,d')8(b2,d).
But8I(BxD) = 0
implies bl = b2 which is a contradiction.

Now,by modularity,
8 = r/0
•xD A (8 V r/fXD). Therefore
0 =
8•(BxD) = r/o•XZ>A(8Vr/•xz>)I(BxD).
But(SVr/1
andbotharecomplements
ofr/0
•xz>,so(8 V r/1
•xz>)I (B x D): r/• xz>.It
follows
that8 V r/•xz>= r/1
•xz>,andtherefore
LEMM.4 5. Let A be subdirectly irreducibleand non-abeJianand let B • 12.

Suppose(o'i ' i G I) is a œamiJy
oœcongruences
on A x B whosemeet is 0.

TJlen
forsome
j C J, crj_<r/0
•xB
PROOF'For eachi • I, o'i _>(o'iV r/0) A •0 A (ori V rh) A •. Thus 0 =
•o A A(ai V r/o' i • I) A•i A A(ai V r/gßi • I). Joiningwith r/0and applying
modularity,r/0 = •0 A A(ai V r/o)A (r/oV (• A A(ai V rh))). Now r/0 is
completelymeet-irreducible,
soeitherr/0= •0 or r/0- (aj V r/0)somej C œ,
or rio= rioV (• A/•(ai V r/•)). The first is impossible
sinceA is non-abelian
and the last becauseit impliesthat r/0 _>rh. Thus r/0 _>aj as desired.
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LEMMA 6. let B_•EA• A subdirectly irreducible, B finite and non-abelian.
Then B is subdirectly irreducible.
PROOF' Suppose not. Write B as a subdirect product of subdirectly irre-

duciblealgebras(Bi ßi C I). SinceB is finite, we can assumethat I is
finite and furthermore that no proper subset of I yields a decompositionof
B. Since B is non-abelian, there is a k C I such that B• is non-abelian.

Let 8 be the kernelof the projectionof IIBi onto B• and 8' the kernelonto

II(Bi' i • k). As B is assumedto be subdirectlyreducible,BIB • 0.
Let 8 be a maximal memberof {"/ • Con(IIBi) ß -/ I B - 0},
which existsby Zorn's lemma. We claim that 8 _• 8. For, by (C2) 8 •(8 V 8) A (8 V 8') A [1,1]. Therefore,0 = 8 I B = (8 V 8) I B A
(8 V 8') I B A [lB, lB]. Letting • denotethe kernelof the projectionof
BontoB,=V0=(SVS)
I BA(V(SVS')IB)A(V[1,1])bymodularity and the neutralityof [1,1]. Now B/• • B• so• is meet-irreducible.

But p • [1,1]sinceBk is non-abelian,
andp • (eVO') • B • •' • B
implies•' •B = Ot•B A p = (•' A •) •B = 0, contradictingthe •nimality of
I. Thus p = (• V •) •B. As there is a one-to-onecorrespondence
between
the congruencesof B above p and those of HBi above •, we concludethat
• V • = • • claimed.

Therefore• = • A (• V •'), so (HBi)/• • Bk x C, where C =
HBi/(• V •'). Furthermore,by the maximalityof •, Bk x C is an essential
extensionof B. Now we apply AP to (B,A, Bk x C, f•,g•) where f• is
the essential embedding of B into A, and g• the embedding established

above. Let (D, f2,g2) be the resultingcompletionof the diagram. Let

5 be a maximalmemberof {7 E Con(D) ß(f2 o f•)-•(7) = 0}: and let
q ßD • D/5 be the canonicalprojection. Then q o f2 o f• = q o g2o g• is
an essential extension and since f• and g• are essential, we conclude that
q o f2 and q o g2 are embeddings,and in fact are essentialas well.
Now, A is subdirectly irreducible and q o f• is an essentialembedding

of A into D/5, soD/5 mustbe subdirectlyirreducible.But by q o g2, D/5
is an essential extension of Bk x C, so by Lemma 2, either Bk or C is

trivial. But B• is non-abeliamso is non-trivial, and C = HB•/(Ot V •)
trivial implies O'V•

= 1, so that 8 = •. But then O•B = 0 whichis a

contradiction. ]

TtIEORE•I 7. Let B be abelJan, B_•EA
Then A is abelian.

and A subdirectly irreducible.
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PROOF: Supposenot. Without lossof generality, A is a maximal essential

extensionof B. Let f ßB -• A be that extension. Recall from [2], that
the congruenceA•,• of B x B is a commoncomplementof the coordinate

projectionkernels,r/oandr/•. Hence,with C = B2/A•,•, thereis an isomorphism
h' B2 -• B x C suchthat h(x,y) -- (x,y•) forsomey• C C'. By
Lemma4, g• = (f x idc) oh isanessential
embedding
ofB 2 intoA x C, and
by Lemma3, f• = f x f is an essential
embedding
of B 2 intoA 2. We apply
AP to (B2,A2,A x C, f•,g•). Arguing• we did in the previouslemma,
the diagramis completedby (D,f2,g2) in whichf2 and g2 are essential
embedclings
of A 2 and A x C respectively,
into D.

Weclaimfirstthat thereisa congruence
½ onD suchthat f•(½) =

•x•. Let (Pi ' i G I) bea fa•ly ofcompletely
meet-irreducible
congruences
onD withA pi = 0. Letai = f•(Pi) foralli GI. Applying
Lemma
5
twice,thereareindices
j,k • I suchthat aj • •x• anda• • •xn.
Therefore
0 = aj Aa• = f•(pj A•) which
implies
thatpjAPk: 0 onD.
Now if pj = 0 then D is subdirectlyirreducibleand f2 is an essentialextensionof A 2 into D whichis impossible
as Le•a 2 wouldimply that A is

trivial (henceabelian).Therefore,by Lemma1, f2/p•' A x A/a• • D/p•

isessential.
Buta• • •fxn means
thatA x A/a• • A x A/(•0 Va•) x A,
and again by Lemma 2, •0 V a• = 1, thus a• = •1 by modularity. Thus
½ = • is the desiredcongruence.

Now we take 5 = g•(½) on A x C. Observe
that g•(5) :
=
=
A C,
e=
V xCA5= 0 since
gfl(vXCAS) = V xsAV xs = 0 andgZl(• xC
A•,• A ,•xs = 0, andg• is essential.
SinceC is abelian,[1,1]
Thus,applying
theneutrality
of[1,1],,;xc • (,•XCVS)A(,•XCv[1,1])=
V•xc V (5A [1,1])• •xC V (5AVfxc) = V•xc. ButA issubdirectly
irreducible and non-abelian, so we concludefrom this that •0 • 5. But then

0: •xc A5 = 5. Thisisimpossible
asg•(5) = •xB • 0. •
T•EOREM 8. Let F be 2-•nite. Tfien F fias (R).
PROOf' Supposeto the contrary,that F fails to satisfy(R).
CLAIM. Tl•ere are algebrasB, A • Fx•, botfi non-abelian, B •nite, B •A

>

Paoo• or CL•'
Since(R) hils, there are algebrasB",A" • F such
that [1A,,,1A,,]rB"> [1B,,,1B,,]. Pick (a,b) • [1A,,,1A,,]•B"--[1B,,,1B.]
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and let B' be the subalgebraof B" generatedby {a, b}. Then B • is finite,
B' _<B" <_A", so (a,b) ½ [lB,, lB,].
Now let 7 be a maximalmemberof {5 • Con(A")' 5IB'= 0} and
let A'= A"/7. Then B'<EA' and [1A,,1A,]IB'= ([1A,,,1A,,]V 7) IB' >
[lB,, 1B,] by the homomorphism
propertyof the commutator[2, 4.4(1)] or
[4, 6.91.
Let (•ri ' i • I) be a familyof completely
meet-irreducible
congruences
on A' whosemeetis 0. As B' is finite, the set {•ri I B' ßi • I} is finite. Let
J be a minimal(finite) subsetof I suchthat A(•rj I B"j e J) = 0. Since
B' <_EA',A(•r5 ßj e J) = 0 on A' as well. By the neutralityof [lB,,

[lB,, lB,] = A([1B,,lB,] V •rj IB'' j e J). Therefore,thereis k e J such
that (a, b) ½ [lB,, lB,] V •rkIB•.
Now we apply Lemma 1 with 0 = •rk, ;b = A(•rj ß j -• k). ;b is
nonzeroby the minirealityof J. Thus with A = A'/•rk and B = B'/•-k IB',
we have B _<EA (by the lemma), A subdirectlyirreducible(since•rk is
completelymeet-irreducible)
and B finite. Furthermore,(a,b) e [1A,,1A,]
implies(a/O,b/O)e [1a, 1a], and by the choiceof k, (a/O,b/O)
Thus, a/O y• b/O, so A is non-abelian.Therefore,by Theorem7, B is nonabelian and so by Lemma 6, B is subdirectly irreducible. This provesthe
claim.

Figure 1

For the remainder
of the proof,let • = [1A,1A], • = •IB and• =
[lB, lB]. Considerthe congruence
Al,e of B. Recallfrom [2, 4.7(2)] that

Al,eisthecongruence
onB2 generated
byall pairs((•)(.•))such
that
x•y in B. (Here we are employingthe Freese-McKenzie
conventionof
denotingtheelements
of B 2 asverticalpairs.)By [2, 4.7--4.11], y[1,•]z •
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(y)A•,•(z)
•=•(Y•)A•,•(x),
some
x e B. By(C2),[1B,•]-•Afl=

flas • = [1A,1A]•B > fl. Therefore,r/0AA•,e = r/0Afl•- since

(y)A•,•(z)
•=•y[1,•]z•=•yflz•> (y)fl•-(z•).
Similarly,
Alsor]/BxB
V Ai,• ----•?, i = 0,1. Toseethisnotethateverygenerator
of A•,• is a member of •?, thus r/i V Ai,• _• •?.

On the other hand,

(;).0(2
Now, let G = B/fl.
Of course G is finite and abelian.
(B x B)/(r/0 Afl•-) -- B x G, andwedefineA to be the projectionof A•,• on
B x G and• the projectionof • on G. Then Con(Bx G) containsthe lattice
of FigureI as a sublattice.Observethat [1,1] = [1,1]•-A [1,1]•- -- fl•-Ar/•
onBxG.

Let f ß B --* A be the inclusion map and i the identity of G. By

Lemma 4, f x i is an essentialembedding.Let C -- (B x G)/A. As
[1,1] _< A, C is abelian. Let g ß B x G • A x C given by g(x,y) -

(f(x),(x,y)/A). Thenker(g)= r/0
•xc A A -- 0, sog is an embedding.
Notethat g-l[1,1] -- g- (•0 A r/•x = •- ^/x = /x. Weapplythe
amalgamationpropertyto (B x G,A x G,A x C,f x i, g) yielding(E, f,•)
(seeFigure2).
D

AxG

AxC

•A
-

x C'

BxG

Figure 2

Let "/be a maximalmemberof {5 • Con(E)ß(• o•)-•(5) = 0}, and
let q ßE • E/"/= D be the canonicalprojection.SinceFigure2 commutes
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q o f o (f x i) is essential,so q o f is an embeddingand is essential.Let

•b-- •-l(./) onA x C.
Thus,g-l(•b) = 0.
AxC
We claim ;b _<%

.

PaOOF'Suppose
not.Thenr/o
•xc < ½Vr/o
•xc = c•5-forsome
c•• Con(A).
Sincef is essential,
f-l(c 0 =fi0. Thereforeg-•(c•5-) =fi0 on B x G. By

(c2) andtheabelianness
of C, ½ = (½V r/o
axe) A (½V [1,1]) >_c•5- A
[1,1]. Therefore,
0=
>
A. By modularity,
r/o•XC
=
Vo
•Xc V (g-l(c•-) ^ A) = g-l(c•-) ^ (r/o
•X• V A). Since
B issubdirectly
irreducible,
Vo ismeet-irreducible,
sor/o
•xc: g-•(c•5) orr/o
•x• _>A.
Both conclusionsare false, so we have a contradiction.

By modularity,
½ = •7o
AxcA (½V •Tp
xc) = T]iV 6{- for some5 6
ConC. Therefore(A x C)/e -• A x C' with C'= C/5. We now havea
new commutingdiagram(Figure3) in whichho = g/•, is the composition
B x G -• A x C -+ A x C • and hi -- •/"/' A x C • -+ D. Furthermore,since
hi o ho = q o f o (f x i) is essential,h• is essential.By the homomorphism

propertyh•-l[1,1]AxC,----S-•([1,1]AxCV ½) k g-l([1, 1]AxC)-- A.
D

AxG

AxC'

BxG

Figure 3

Let (7rj : j 6 J) be a family of completelymeet-irreducible
congruences of D whose meet is 0. Now B x G_<ED and B x G is finite. By

arguingas we did in an earlierclaim,we may assumewithoutlossof generality that J is finiteand,for nopropersubsetJ' of J is A(z-j: j 6 J') = 0.

Forj • J, let rrj = h•-•(7rj).By applying
Lemma5 to A x C', thereis

k • J such
thatrrk_<r/o
axe' ThusCT
k '--T]O
A(CT
kV T]i) : 710
A0•- for
somect,• Con(C'). Nowlet 0 = z-kand 0'= A(•rj: j • J- {k}). By
Lemma1, the map hi/O: (A x C')/rrk --> D/O is essential.But D/0 is
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subdirectlyirreducibleand A x C'/a• • A x (C'/c•). Then by Lemma2,

C'/c•is trivial,soa• = r/0
•xc'. Retaining
thedefinitions
of 0 and
(hI oh0)-l(0): h•l(710
AxC')-- 710
BxG.
Nowconsider
anyj • J - {k}. Let 5 = (hi oh0)-l(7rj). By Lemma
again,(B x
By Lemma6, either(B x G)/5 is abelian,or it
is subdirectlyirreducible.In otherwords,either5 _>[1,1] or 5 is completely

meet-irreducible.
Butby(C2),5 = (5V r/0
sxG)A (* V [1,1]). If 5 • [1,1],
then5 > r/0
sxc. Butthen

A ((hIOho)-l(71-n)
ß7/• J- {j}) -- A ((hI0ho)-l(71-n)
ß7/• J) - 0
since(hi 0 ho)-l(71-k)
----rio_• (h1 0 ho)-l(71-j).But thiscontradicts
the
minimalityof J. Thus 5 >_[1,1], so (B x G)/5 is abelian. Therefore,by
Theorem7, D/7rj is abelian.Sincethis holdsfor all i •t k, 0' >_[1,1] on D.

Now(qo7)-111D,lB] >_[1,1]= •0 V r/1onA x G. Therefore

(qoyo(f x

1D]>

On the otherhand(hI o h0)-l[1D,1D]• h•-l[1,1] • A. Puttingthesetwo
together,

[1D,1D]IB X G > (•- V r/• xa) V A = •-- V
But 0 = 0 A 0' _>0 A [1D,1D], so 0 _> (19I B x G) A ([1,1] I B x G) _>

r/0
•x• ^ •- ^ •D•- whichisfalse.Thusthetheorem
isproved.
!
CombiningTheorem8 with the main resultof [1], we havethe following.

COROLLARY
9. Let 12be congruence
modular,4-finite and satisfy(C2). If
12has AP and RS then 12has CEP, in fact, 12has enoughinjectives.
We present an example that we hope will illuminate the arguments
used above. In addition, the example refutes a conjecture made while this

work wasin progress:Observethat (R) impliesthat everyessentialextension of an abelian algebra is abelian. Is the conversetrue, in the presence

of (C2)? The answeris no, as the construction
shows.

Let œbe the language
(-,-1,1, *) of type(2,1,0,1). All thealgebras we construct here will satisfy the usual laws of group theory, plus the
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identity 1' - 1. Thus 1 will be an idempotent element and there will be
a one-to-onecorrespondence
between the congruencesof an algebra and

"certain"subalgebras;
followingKurosh[6], we call a subalgebraI an ideal
if:

Vx, y'
ß

x-•.I.x=IandyEI=•(x.y)*.x

*-• El.

.

Let C• and C} be algebrasin this languagewhosegroupsare cyclic
of orders2 and 4 respectively
and satisfyingx* = x. Let C} be the algebra
with cyclic group of order 2 and satisfyingx* = 1. Observethat all three
algebrasare term equivalent to cyclic groups, so they are abelJan.
Let B be the algebra whoseunderlyinggroup is

(a,bßa3 = b4 = 1, ba= a2b),
the dicyclicgroupof order12, suchthat (aJbk)
* -- a2b• if aJb• 5• 1. B has
two proper, non-trivial ideals:
b2

a2b2

and

K= {1,a,a2}.
(To seethis, checkthat the mapaJb• • g• is a homomorphism
fromB
ß

to C} (g a generatorof the group) with kernel K. There are no other
idealssincethere are no other subalgebras.)We have B/T • C• and
ß

B/K • C}, therefore
[B,B] _<K. On the otherhand,consider
the term
r(x,y) = x*.y*.(x.y) *-• Computingin B: r(1,1) = 1 = r(a, 1), but
r(1,a 2) = 1 =• r(a,a 2) = a. Since1,a,a 2 E 15, this inequalityshowsthat
{1} doesnot havethe "K- K term condition,"(see[2, 3.2] or [4, 6.8]), and
so [K,I•'] > {1}. Putting thesetwo observations
together,K >_[B,B] _>
[K, IC] _>I5. Thus [B,B] = [K, It] = K, and B has (C2).
Now let A be the algebra with group structure:

(B, c ßc2 = 1, ac= ca, bc= cb}
suchthat for x E B, x* is definedas it wasfor B, (xc)* = x* if x 5• 1,
and c* = b=. Thus B is a subalgebraof A. The ideal lattice of A is
shownin Figure4, whereJ = TU{xc' x E T}. To seethis, note that
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A/T - C} x C•. As C} andC• arenon-isomorphic
(andtherefore,
nonisotopic),A/T hasno skewcongruences.
Thus the ideallattice of A above

Tis as claimed.Also,K is not an idealof A since(ac)-c -1 6 K but
(ac)*ßc-•* = a* ßc* = a2 ßb2 ½K. Thus,if I is anyotherideal,not in the
figure,then INB = {1}. But for anyy 6 A, ify y• 1 then 1 y• y* 6 B,
sono such can exist. Arguingas before[A,A] = IT, T] = T sinceA/T is
abelianbut {1} doesnot havethe "T- T term condition,"(usethe same
term). Thus A satisfies(C2).

(1)
Figure 4.

Noxv we expand the language œ to include an additional constant

symbol,and considerthe algebra(A, b), whichwe continueto call A. As

(b*.b-l) 2 = a, A hasonlyonepropersubalgebra,
(B,b) (whichwecallB).
The addition of a constant does not affect the ideal lattice.

Let ]2 be the

varietygenerated
by thisnewalgebraA. By Kiss[5, Proposition
1.5.4]]2
has(C2) sinceeverysubalgebra
of A has(C2). Nowin Freese-McKenzie
[3], it is provedthat a finitely generatedcongruence
modularvarietyis
residuallysmall if and only if it satisfiesanothercommutatorcondition:

v

<

=

Howevera varietysatisfying(C2) trivially satisfiesthis condition.Thusour
variety ]2 is residuallysmall.

On the otherhand,]2doesnot satisfy(R) since[A,A] I B = T I B =

T y• [B, B] = K. Thuswe canconclude
fromTheorem8 that ]2 doesnot
have AP.
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Let us examine this variety a little more closely to see why Theorem 8 works. First, what are the subdirectly irreducible algebras? If S is

subdirectlyirreducibleand non-abelian,then by (C2), S has non-abelian
monolith,soby the J6nsson-Hagemann-Herrmann
theorem[2, 10.1],S is a
homomorphic image of a subalgebra of A, thus S is isomorphic to A or to

B. If S is abelian,then by [3, Theorem8], S is finite. S = D/L, where
D is a subalgebraof a finite powerof A and L _> [D,D]. Then D is a
subdirectproductof algebras(Di ßi C I) in whichI is finite and everyDi
is isomorphicto A or to B. Thereforeby (C2), D/[D,D] is a subdirect
productof (Di/[Di, Di] ' i • I). However,Di/[Di, Di] is isomorphic
to
ß

or to C} x C•. ThereforeS liesin the subvariety
generated
by C• andC}.
This subvarietyis the varietalproduct(see[8]) !/Vi©o!/V2in which1/V•is the

varietygenerated
by C•, !422isgenerated
by C} andor(x,y) = y. (y-1. x)*
ThereforeS is isomorphic
to oneof C•,
i C•,
' C•x7,
' C}, C}•7. (Here
ß C4x7,
Cv is the linearization of C, recall we added a constant symbol to the

language.)
Now we take another look at the situation in Theorem 8. The algebra
ß

G is B/K • C• and the congruence
A•,a corresponds
to a skexvideal,
lyingbetweenK x (Ii/It') and T x (T/K) on B x G. There is anotherskew
ideal,M, lyingbetweenTx (K/Ii') andB x (T/K') onthe samealgebra(see
Figure 5). The algebraC is (B x G)/N, whichhappensto be isomorphic

to

x

x

x

Figure 5

Let us supposethat the diagram (B x G,A x G,A x C) can be
amalgamated.Using(C2) and the fact that A is a maximal,non-abelian,
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subdirectly irreducible algebra, one can shmv that any algebra amalgamating this has a subdirect factor isomorphic to A. Thus, xvithout loss
of generality, the diagram is amalgamated by A x E for some E, and

({1} xE) IBxG=
which

{1} xG. The questionis, what is (Ax {1})IBxG,

we call I?

Observethat there are two maximalidealsdisjointfrom {1} x G on
A x G : A x {1} and M, a ske,videal lying betweenT x (It/K) and
B x (T/It). Thus, one of theserestrictsto l, whichis to say,I is either
B x {1} or M on B x G. In eithercase,observethat

for someideal/•' on A. But then KIB = K, and no suchideal exists on A.
Finally, observethat the variety )2 refutes the conjecture mentioned
earlier: every essentialextensionof an abelJanalgebra is abelJan,but )2 fails

to have(R). For suppose
therewasan abelJan
algebraD' anda non-abelian,
essentialextensionC'. Arguing as we did in the claim at the beginningof
Theorem 8, there are algebras D and C with D_<•C, D abelian and C
subdirectly irreducible and non-abelian. However, the only candidates for
C in )2 are A and B which have no abelJansubalgebras.
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